
Round Robin Weaving
with Sarah Noggle
G230742
July 23-28, 2023

Welcome to Round Robin Weaving. 

Materials list :
Scissors ( some provided )
Darning needle / big eye
Measuring tape
Paper and pencil
2-Standard 9” (or close) boat shuttles 
Be sure to put your name on your shuttles. Some are provided but more will be helpful. 

This is a class to help a novice weaver literally get hands on experience working a variety of weave struc-
tures all in one place , in one week on multiple looms.   

Plan on the first couple days to be very busy prepping looms. 

Monday : 
I will have 8 pre wound warps chains each will make 8- 12”X 12  napkins.   
Everyone will have a different color and different patterns to thread on the Schacht 4H Baby Wolf loom , 
provided. Ideas will be suggested to help with hand   efficiency and threading accuracy.  
Please share your methods.  I have learned “my” method by merging ideas from many many other weavers 
over years of taking weaving workshops and teaching.  

Tuesday : 
Continue threading and preparing looms for weaving and do some weaving. 
Using Margeurite Davison’s book of four harness weave structures I’ll explain the process of turning these 
weave structures into a project using the materials at hand.  

Wednesday and Thursday : 
Round Robin weaving.  The weaving is designed to make a border on each napkin in the weave structure , 
with the majority of the weaving on the napkins being plain weave.  
Weaving per napkin will take around one more or less. 
My hope is that enough pattern work will be done to get a sense of rhythm while weaving , to realize that 
even though the weave structure may look complex when put into motion it can flow easily.  
Finish some looms. 
Cut and sew some hems.

Friday : 
Finish weaving 
Cutting apart all the warps and Hemming the napkins , a simple fold , fold again and sew.  
I will have 2 sewing machines available. 
Need to be finished around 3:00 to set up for the show.  

Thank you All
Sarah Noggle 
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